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Statistical hypotheses investigated by researchers representing a 

vast domain of empirical disciplines often involve discrimination 

and prediction of discrete outcomes: life versus death in medicine, 

innocent versus guilty in law, profit versus loss in finance, victory 

versus defeat in military science, etcetera.  Although some studies 

feature large samples of a thousand or more observations, most of 

the literature employs much smaller samples.  Preliminary research 

and examination of theoretical distributions indicates that UniODA 

is capable of identifying statistically significant effects in applica-

tions offering very small samples. 

 

The smallest multi-observation samples 

(n=8) for which a statistically reliable effect was 

obtained by UniODA both involved a confirm-

atory hypotheses with an ordered attribute and a 

binary class variable. The two studies included a 

prospective evaluation of cost savings in asthma 

management occurring after treatment
1
, and an 

analysis of the relationship between oil leverage 

and gross domestic product.
2
 

For an ordered attribute the smallest 

sample size for which it is theoretically possible 

to obtain a generalized (“per-comparison”) two-

tailed p<0.05 is n=8—half from each of the two 

compared groups
3
 (p<0.029), and the smallest 

sample size for which it is theoretically possible 

to obtain generalized one-tailed p<0.05 is n=6—

again half from each of two compared groups
4
 

(p<0.05).  Of course, such minute samples offer 

minute statistical power.
5
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